1. INTRODUCTION. In this paper I examine the relationship between case marking and S, A, and O in spoken Sinhala. I will demonstrate that case roles are not assigned on the basis of grammatical relations, but rather they depend on a series of semantic and lexical principles including volitivity, animacy, semantic roles, and definiteness. This paper will furthermore provide evidence for S, A, and O in spoken Sinhala and describe how they pattern together.

Case in its most traditional sense refers to the morphological marking by which some languages indicate the grammatical relation of each argument in a clause to a predicate (DeLancey 2001). As in many other Indo-Aryan languages, case markers in spoken Sinhala do not coincide on a one-to-one basis basis with any syntactic roles (Masica 1991:367, Blake 1994). In fact, subjects and objects are not distinguished by case marking in many sentences in Indo-Aryan languages. Both can occur in the nominative case (Masica 1991). In particular the category of subject or lack thereof has been widely discussed for Indo-Aryan languages (Masica 1991), including spoken Sinhala (Gair 1976, 1990). The properties generally associated with subjects, such as agency, animacy, verb agreement, nominative case, control of reflexivity, coreferential deletion, and topicality, do not coincide in the same noun phrase in many Indo-Aryan languages (Masica 1991). Subjects functioning as experiencers rather than as agents and marked with the dative case rather than the nominative are very common in these languages (Masica 1991, DeLancey 2001). They are also found in Sinhala (Gair 1976, 1990).

Given the lack of a coherent subject category in spoken Sinhala (Gair 1976) and the multifunctionality of case markers, grammatical relations will be discussed in terms of S, A, and O following the definitions given in Payne (1997), rather than in terms of subjects and objects. According to Payne (1997), S represents the only nominal of a single-argument clause, A describes the most agent-like argument of a multi-argument clause, and O the most patient-like argument of a multi-argument clause. If there is no argument in a clause which can be identified as an agent or patient on a semantic basis, then A and O are assigned to the arguments that are treated morphosyntactically in the same manner as prototypical agents or patients respectively (Payne 1997).

Grammatical relations independent of semantic and pragmatic influences are identified by a) case marking, b) participant reference on verbs, and c) constituent order (Payne 1997). In spoken Sinhala, however, case marking is not an indicator of grammatical relations given that any argument may appear in the nominative case, and there is no verb agreement. That leaves us with constituent order as a syntactic indicator for grammatical relations. Sinhala is a verb-final language, and arguments may change position to add or change focus in a sentence. Hence, constituent order needs to be used with caution as an indicator for grammatical relations. This paper describes mainly unfocused sentences with an unmarked word order\textsuperscript{1}, which is SV or AOV in Sinhala, in order to include constituent order in the discussion of grammatical relations. However, it will only be used as a tool for the identification of S, A, and

\textsuperscript{1} Unmarked refers to the basic word order whereby no constituent is put into focus.
O. In certain instances word order may function as an indicator of semantic roles, such as in transitive clauses with two inanimate arguments, both in the nominative case.

Spoken Sinhala distinguishes four cases for inanimate nouns: nominative (direct), dative, genitive, and instrumental, and six cases for animate nouns: nominative, accusative, dative, genitive, instrumental, and vocative. Animate pronouns occur in all except for the vocative, while inanimate pronouns are found in all but the vocative and the accusative case. There are different case forms for singular and plural, and definite and indefinite nouns in the singular, as well as for inanimate and animate pronouns in the singular and plural (Gair and Paolillo 1997). Except for the genitive and vocative case, all cases occur on either S, A, or O arguments. S may be marked with the nominative (unmarked), dative, instrumental, or accusative case, while A can only occur in any of the first three. O can be marked as nominative (unmarked), accusative, or dative (Gair and Paolillo 1997). These patterns are summarized below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S: Nominative</th>
<th>A: Nominative</th>
<th>O: Nominative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>Dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td></td>
<td>Instrumental</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Possible case markers for S, A, and O.**

Two key concepts for the understanding of case marking in spoken Sinhala are animacy and volitivity. The distinction between animates, including humans and animals, and inanimates, including objects and plants, is pervasive in the language. Different forms for these two categories are used for case markers, pronouns, demonstratives, and numerals. The distinction between volitive and involitive verbs is for the most part encoded in the verbal derivational morphology, as the verb pairs in Table 2 illustrate. The formal distinction between the two sets surfaces in different verb tenses and aspects including past, imperfective, future, and focused forms. Semantically, the involitive verbs are associated with non-volitionality, lack of control, and lack of agency. However, the correlation is 'by no means neat or complete', as Gair and Paolillo (1997:39) assert. Some involitive verbs are also used in a volitional sense and some verbs lacking an involitive derivation are essentially involitive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volitive Verb</th>
<th>Involitive Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lissannǝ</td>
<td>lissennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waṭannǝ</td>
<td>waṭennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marannǝ</td>
<td>mærennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natwannǝ</td>
<td>naṭawennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naṭannǝ</td>
<td>naṭennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gahannǝ</td>
<td>gæhennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ahannǝ</td>
<td>æhennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>riddannǝ</td>
<td>ridennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toorannǝ</td>
<td>teerennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balannǝ</td>
<td>balennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>daneennǝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dakinǝn</td>
<td>peennǝ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Volitive/involitive verb pairs.**
The last pair of verbs in Table 2 demonstrates that the semantic volitive/involitive distinction is not always encoded in the verbal derivational morphology. Some verb pairs are completely distinct lexical items with different roots. In addition, not all verbs have a volitive or involitive counterpart, as *dænenn* ‘to feel, to perceive’ demonstrates.

This paper is divided into three main parts. First, I will describe each of the three categories: S, A, and O separately in terms of case marking, verb morphology where applicable, and constituent order. Verbless and copular clauses will be treated separately. Second, I will examine the different arguments marked with the same case in search for common semantic and syntactic properties. Third, I will combine the two analyses to discuss the relationship between syntactic roles and case marking in spoken Sinhala. I will show that argument marking is not assigned on the basis of grammatical relations, but is dependent on a series of semantic properties of the argument, such as animacy, semantic role, and definiteness, and on the semantic and lexical properties of the verb, in particular on volitivity.

2. CASE MARKING ON S, A, AND O.

2.1. S ARGUMENTS. By definition S represents the only core nominal in a single-argument clause. In spoken Sinhala there are many verbs which can take only one argument. According to Gair and Paolillo (1997), S can be in the nominative, the accusative, the dative, or the instrumental case. In the variety of spoken Sinhala examined for this paper, the instrumental case is not used for S arguments. The consultant used the nominative case in the same examples presented with instrumental case in Gair and Paolillo (1997:33). Examples (1)-(4) illustrate these different case markings.

(1) ADV | S | P
[chant-?] | [chant-?] | [chant-?]
[after] | [after] | [after]
[DIST.VIS.ANIM.SG] | [DIST.VIS.ANIM.SG] | [DIST.VIS.ANIM.SG]
[elephant.SG.DEF.NOM] | [elephant.SG.DEF.NOM] | [elephant.SG.DEF.NOM]
[mæturuwa-iŋ passe] | [mæturuwa-iŋ passe] | [mæturuwa-iŋ passe]
[ee] | [ee] | [ee]
[aliya] | [aliya] | [aliya]
[ek̄apaarət̄ama] | [ek̄apaarət̄ama] | [ek̄apaarət̄ama]
[chant-?] after DIST.VIS.ANIM.SG elephant.SG.DEF.NOM suddenly

OBL | P
[wanaya] | [wanaya]
[jungle- GOAL] | [jungle- GOAL] | [jungle- GOAL]
[aayet] | [aayet] | [aayet]
[diuw-a] | [diuw-a] | [diuw-a]

‘After he chanted, that elephant suddenly ran again into the jungle.’

(2) | S | P
[mama] | [diuw-a] | [diuw-a]
[1s.NOM] | run-PST | run-PST
‘I ran’

(3) | S | P
[maawə] | [wæte-nawə] | [wæte-nawə]
[1s.ACC] | fall.INVOL-IMPF | fall.INVOL-IMPF
‘I am falling (involuntarily).’

(4) | S | P
[maṭə] | [nætun-a] | [nætun-a]
[1s.DAT] | dance.INVOL-PST | dance.INVOL-PST
‘I danced.’ (for some external reason, such as being possessed by a spirit)

As can be seen in (1)-(4), the single argument of a clause can be in the nominative, the accusative, or the dative case. The latter two markings, however, imply lack of control and lack
of volition. This is clearly indicated by the obligatory co-occurrence of an involitive form as part of the verbal derivational morphology (Gair and Paolillo 1997). Examples (5)-(8) will illustrate the formal volitive/involitive distinction. The difference between (3) and (4) lies in the semantics of S. Accusative and dative S both occur with involitive verb stems, and the S argument has no control over the action. While the accusative marking describes an affected undergoer², the dative marking describes an experiencer³, someone who receives a sensory impression. The S argument maṭə 'I' in (4) does not control the action, but rather ‘experiences’ some external force. If the S argument is visibly affected, as in (3), the accusative case is used.

A key factor in case assignment for S arguments is the volitive/involitive distinction, encoded in the verbal derivational morphology. Involitive verb forms correlate for the most part with non-volitionality, lack of control, and lack of agency. However, the correlation is not complete. Some involitive verbs are used in a volitional sense, such as hærennə ‘to turn’ (Gair 1998), and some verbs lacking an involitive derivation are essentially involitive, such as lissannə ‘to slip’. Examples (5)-(8) illustrate imperfective and past tense inflection of volitive and involitive verb stems.

(5) S  P
[maawə]  [næte-nəwa]
1s.ACC  dance.INVOL-IMPF
‘I am dancing (involuntarily).’

(6) S  P
[man]  [naṭə-nəwa]
1s.NOM  dance-IMPF
‘I am dancing.’

(7) S  P
[maawə]  [diun-a]
1s.ACC  run.INVOL-PST
‘I ran (involuntarily).’ (something made me run)

(8) S  P
[man]  [diuw-a]
1s.NOM  run-PST
‘I ran.’

In addition to showing the derivational volitive/involitive distinction, the examples above illustrate that case marking is not determined by the lexical verb in this case, but by the semantics of the entire clause. While only nominative case can occur with verb stems lacking involitive derivation, both accusative and dative case are found in clauses with involitive verb stems. Nevertheless, dative case is only found with a few verbs, such as nætənə ‘dance’, diwennə ‘run’, and ridennə ‘feel pain’.

The predicates presented so far are either motion or action verbs. Verbs describing a change of state can also have arguments with different case markings, as shown in (9)-(12).

---

² Actor and undergoer are viewed here as semantic macro-roles generalizing across specific semantic roles. While ‘actor’ comprises agent, experiencer, instrument, and other specific semantic roles, ‘undergoer’ subsumes patient, theme, and recipient, among others.

³ An experiencer neither controls nor is visibly affected by an action. It is someone who receives a sensory impression (Payne, 1997).
(9) S P
[ohu] [mærun-a]
3s. M.NOM die.INVOL-PST
‘He died.’

(10) S P
[ohuwə] [mærun-a]
3s. M.ACC die.INVOL-PST
‘He died.’ (reportedly rarely used)

(11) S P
[malbanduna] [kædun-a]
vase.SG.DEF.NOM break.INVOL-PST
‘The vase broke.’

*(12) S P
[malbanduna-wə] [kædun-a]
vase.SG.DEF-ACC break.INVOL-PST
‘The vase broke.’

In general, only animate arguments show possible case alternations. Examples (11)-(12) demonstrate that inanimates can only be marked with the nominative case. This makes sense as only animates can control an action, act with volitivity, be visibly affected, or receive a sensory impression.

Table 3 summarizes the possible case markings found on S arguments, some properties of the arguments, and some of the verbs with which they have been elicited. While both verb stem types, volitive and involitive, can occur with nominative case, only involitive verb stems are found with accusative or dative case. The same verb stem can occur with different case markings depending on the semantics of the S argument and the entire clause. In addition, as will be shown later with O arguments, the accusative case marker can sometimes be dropped. The result is a nominative case argument with no change in meaning. This explains the involitive verb forms occurring with nominative case S.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case marking</th>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Argument properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Involitive: wætənnə ‘fall’, mærənnə ‘die’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>Involitive: nətənnə ‘dance’, diwennə ‘run’, ridənnə ‘feel pain’</td>
<td>animate, experiencer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Case markings on S.

* Clauses with a reflexive or a passive meaning follow the same pattern, such as for example maavə kəpuna ‘I cut myself’ where the animate affected undergoer is accusative-marked.
While Table 3 summarizes the case marking patterns found with different verbs in clauses with a single argument S, Table 4 demonstrates a hierarchy of triggers for the different case markings. If the S argument is inanimate, it can only take nominative case. If it is animate, it can occur in all three cases depending on the verb stem type and semantics. With volitive verb stems, the argument is always in the nominative case. With involitive verb stems, case marking correlates with the semantics of the argument: accusative for an affected undergoer or dative for an experiencer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Animacy</th>
<th>Inanimate</th>
<th>Animate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Verb Stem</td>
<td>Volitive</td>
<td>Involitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Semantics</td>
<td>Affected Undergoer</td>
<td>Experiencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Case</td>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>NOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4.** Triggers for case marking on S

2.2. **A ARGUMENTS.** A arguments can be found in the nominative, the dative, or the instrumental case. The same as for S arguments, the instrumental case is not used in the variety of spoken Sinhala examined here. The consultant used the nominative case instead. Examples (13)-(16) illustrate the different case markings.

(13) A O OBL P
[maŋ] [palatura] [pihiya-kiŋ] [kæpuw-a]
1s.NOM fruit.SG.DEF.NOM knife.SG.IND-INST cut-PST
'I cut the fruit with a knife.'

(14) ADV O
[issrǝ] [rajjuruwaŋ-ge maalikaa-weweda-karaṇa minisun-ṭa]
long.time.ago king.DEF-GEN palace-LOC work-do.PRES.PPL people-DAT
A ADV P
[rajjuruwo] [itaamat hoṇdiŋ] [sælakuw-a]
king.DEF.NOM very well treat-PST
‘In the old days, the king treated people working in the palace very well.’

(15) A O P
[maṭa] [sindu] [æhe-nəwa]
1s.DAT music.IND.NOM hear.INVL-IMPF
‘I hear music.’

\(^5\) This pattern only occurs when the accusative marker is dropped.
(16) A ADV
[etakoṭa tamai] [maṭa] [ættatama]
then EMPH 1s.DAT truly
P O
[teerune-e] [meke bærærųjkama]
understand.INVOL-FOC.PST DEM-GEN seriousness

‘Then I truly understood the seriousness of this.’

While in (13)-(14) the A is a prototypical semantic agent, in (15)-(16) it is an experiencer receiving a sensory impression. Nevertheless, maṭa ‘I’ in (15) is more agent-like than sindu ‘music’, as it is animate and human. In addition, maṭa ‘I’ precedes sindu ‘music’ and, therefore, acts syntactically like a prototypical agent.

Protoypical semantic agents are generally in the nominative case, as the following three examples illustrate. Their characteristics include: animacy, acting with volition, and affecting a patient.

(17) A O P
[maŋ] [lamaya-ṭa] [gæhuw-a]
1s.NOM child.SG.DEF-DAT hit-PST

‘I hit the child.’

(18) A O P
[maŋ] [ohuwə] [mara-nna ya-nawa]
1s.NOM 3s.ACC kill-INF go-IMPF

‘I am going to kill him.’

(19) A O P
[ohu] [maawə] [kæpuw-a]
3s.M.NOM 1s.ACC cut-PST

‘He cut me.’

Nevertheless, less prototypical agents in A function can also be marked with the nominative case, as in (20) and (21). While in (20) there is no affected patient and no volitional action, in (21) the A argument is not animate. Hence, in both cases the A is not a prototypical agent, but it is the more agent-like argument of the two, given its humanness in (20) and its agentive interpretation in both examples.

(20) A O P
[maŋ] [gedəra] [dækk-a]
1s.NOM house.SG.DEF.NOM see-PST

‘I saw the house.’

(21) A O P
[aañduwa] [taxes] [issuw-a]
government.NOM taxes change-PST

‘The government changed the taxes.’

A arguments in the dative case are never prototypical agents. Rather, they are experiencers in clauses with verbs of sensation or cognition. This is illustrated in the following examples.
In the data examined, all of the verbs occurring in clauses with a dative-marked A argument are involitive, i.e. they belong to the e-conjugation class, called class III by Gair and Paolillo (1997). Class III verbs are ‘essentially the same as those verbs that include the involitive morpheme’ (Gair and Paolillo 1997:24). This shows that, the same as for S, an A in the dative case correlates with involitive verbal morphology and with semantic experiencers.

The findings for A arguments are summarized in Table 5. Dative case markings are only found on animate arguments and with involitive verb stems. There are a limited number of verbs, mostly indicating sensation or cognition, that can occur in clauses with dative-marked A arguments. Semantically, prototypical agents are marked with the nominative case, while experiencers take the dative case. Except for the accusative marked S arguments, the observed patterns are very similar for S and A arguments, as can be seen in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case marking</th>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Argument properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>Involitive: ohenanna ‘hear’, dænennan ‘feel’, peennan ‘see’, teerenanna ‘understand’ læbenna ‘receive’</td>
<td>animate, experiencer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Case markings on A.

6 There is one exception to this rule. In clauses with hambanna ‘meet’, a verb with involitive morphology, the A appears in the nominative case. However, the verb does not retain its involitive meaning when used with a nominative A.
1. Animacy
   Inanimate
   Animate

2. Verb Stem
   Volitive
   Involitive

3. Semantics
   Cognition verbs/experiencers

4. Case
   NOM
   NOM
   DAT

---

**TABLE 6. Triggers for case marking on A.**

2.3. **O ARGUMENTS.** O arguments occur in the nominative, the accusative, or the dative case. Examples with each of these case markings are given below.

(25) A O P (same as 14)

[maṭə] [sindu] [æhe-nəwa]
1s.DAT music.IND.NOM hear.INVOL-IMPF
'I hear music.'

(26) OBL O O

[sahtarə perəhərə-wəla] [makərə nətəŋ] [siŋha nətəŋ]
some parade.PL-LOC dragon dance.PL.NOM lion dance.PL.NOM

O

[sahta] [paata paata aędəŋ] aęda-gat minisu
and color color cloth.PL wear-PST.PPL people.NOM

eka ekə vikaṭə jəvənīkaa pavatvəm-iŋ
one one funny performance.PL.NOM perform-PST

A P

[paarə diγee ya-nəva] [mama] [daekk-a]
road along go-IMPF 1s.NOM see-PST

In some parades I saw dragon dances, lion dances, and funny acts by people wearing colorful clothes while going along the road.'

(27) A O P

[maṭə] [ohenwa] [æhun-a]
1s.DAT 3s.ACC hear.INVOL-PST

'I heard him.'

(28) A O P

[maŋ] [meesə-τə] [gəhuwa-a]
1s.NOM table.SG.DEF-DAT hit-PST

'I hit the table.'
Examples (25)-(27) demonstrate that animate O arguments may be in the accusative case, unlike inanimate O arguments that are in the nominative case, as in (25) and (26), or in the dative, as in (28). Gair and Paolillo (1997:31) assert that the use of the accusative marker for objects (here O arguments) shows dialectal variation. Most animate arguments are marked with the accusative case, with a few exceptions. While definite O arguments always take the accusative marker, it can be omitted in some indefinite O arguments, as in (30).

\[(29)\]
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & O & P \\
3s. M.NOM & goat.SG.DEF-ACC & kill-PST \\
\end{array}
\]

'He killed the goat.'

\[(30)\]
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & O & P \\
3s. M.NOM & goat.SG.IND.NOM & kill-PST \\
\end{array}
\]

'He killed a goat.'

The O argument in (30) is animate, the same as in (29), but it is indefinite. In general, the consultant varies in the use of the accusative marker with indefinite animate O arguments, whereas definite animate O arguments do not show such a pattern. The correlation between the accusative case marker and indefiniteness needs further investigation.

The alternation between accusative and dative case is lexically specified by the verb rather than being a property of the O argument, as a comparison of the previous examples with (31) and (32) demonstrates. Both O arguments are typical patients in that they are both animate and affected. Nevertheless, minisuu ‘people’ in (31) and lamaya ‘child’ in (32) are marked with the dative, while elueva ‘goat’ in (29) takes the accusative case. Following Gair and Paolillo (1997:31) ‘some verbs require the dative case of an animate object’. Such verbs include: gahanna ‘hit’, tarəvatu karanə ‘scold’, saləkanna ‘treat’, and andəgahanna ‘call’, among others. However, in a few instances where the semantics of the verb allows it, such as with gahanna ‘hit’ in (28), this pattern extends to inanimate O arguments. In general, many of the verbs with O arguments in the dative case are verbs of speaking where the O can be interpreted as an addressee. In these cases, the dative-marking can be viewed as an extension of the ditransitive argument structure of verbs of speaking. The following examples illustrate the dative case marking.

\[(31)\]
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
ADV & O & P \\
[issra] & [rajjuruwaŋ-ge maalikaa-we wəda-karanə minisun-ṭa] & \\
long.time.ago & king.DEF-GEN palace-LOC work-do.PRES.PPL people-DAT \\
A & ADV & P \\
[rajjuruwo] & [itaamat hoṇdiŋ] & [sæləkuw-a] \\
king.DEF.NOM & very & well treat-PST \\
\end{array}
\]

'In the old days, the king treated people working in the palace very well.'

\[(32)\]
\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
A & O & P \\
amma & [laməya-ṭa] & [tarəwatu kər-a] \\
mother.SG.DEF.NOM & child.SG.DEF-DAT & reprimand do-PST \\
\end{array}
\]

'The mother scolded the child.'
The same as for S arguments, only animate O arguments can take the accusative case. Inanimates in all three syntactic categories only occur in the nominative and the dative cases.

The findings for O arguments are summarized in Tables 7 and 8. As with S and A arguments, the main factor influencing case marking is animacy. While most\textsuperscript{7} inanimates occur in the nominative case, animates are found in any of the three cases. However, only indefinite animate O arguments have been found in the nominative. The volitive/involitive verb distinction does not seem to play an essential role in the case marking of O arguments.

Nevertheless, all attested dative-marked O arguments occur with volitive verbs. A clear semantic distinction between O arguments in the accusative and in the dative cannot be established at this point. While many of the dative O arguments represent beneficiaries, some accusative O arguments can equally be described as beneficiaries. The only semantic pattern observed is that many dative-marked O arguments are addressees of verbs of speaking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case marking</th>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Argument properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Table 7. Case markings on O.

\textsuperscript{7}Example 28 illustrates that some inanimate O arguments occur in the dative case as a function of the verb.

\textsuperscript{8}This pattern only occurs when the accusative marker is dropped in cases with an indefinite animate O.
1. Verb (lexical property)  Most verbs  Lexical specification of verbs

2. Animacy  Inanimate  Animate

3. Definiteness  Indefinite  Definite

4. Case  NOM  NOM  ACC  ACC  DAT

**TABLE 8. Triggers for case marking on O.**

**3. VERBLESS AND COPULAR CLAUSES.** Verbless and copular clauses behave differently from verbal clauses. It is difficult to assign S, A, and O roles in such constructions. Therefore, they are discussed separately here.

In spoken Sinhala some clauses with predicate nominals include copular verbs with no special marking on the predicate nominal, while others lack a copula but show a predicative suffix. These properties will not be discussed here. Only case markings on arguments in these clauses are described.

Equational, existential, and locational clauses show nominative case marking on their arguments. This is illustrated below. Example (34) represents an equational, (35) an existential clause, and (36) a locational construction.

(34) NP  NP
[Nimal] [dostǝra  kenek]
Nimal.NOM doctor.SG.IND person.SG.IND.NOM
'Nimal is a doctor.'

(35) NP  COP  NP
[Nimal] [i-nne] [kolǝmbǝ]
Nimal.NOM be.ANIM-FOC.NPST Colombo.NOM
'Nimal is in Colombo.'

(36) OBL  NP  COP
[gahe-e] [wandurek] [in-nǝwa]
tree.SG.DEF-LOC monkey.SG.IND.NOM exist.ANIM-IMPF
'There is a monkey in the tree.'

Nominative case is also found in other constructions with predicate nominals. In most clauses with predicate adjectives the argument is nominative-marked, and in some clauses with predicate nominals one of the arguments takes the nominative case, as the following examples show.

(37) NP  P
[ǝya] [usa-y]
3s.F.NOM tall-PRED
'She is tall.'
The predicate expressing an emotion in (38) and (39) behaves in the same way as adjectives in spoken Sinhala in that it takes the predicative suffix -y. The arguments with the most resemblance to an agent, maŋ ‘I’ in (38) and andare ‘Andare’ in (39), are marked with the nominative case, while the object of liking in (38), ee lamaya ‘that child’, shows dative marking. The dative marking is also found on inanimate objects of liking, as the following example demonstrates.

In addition to the object of liking, dative case markings occur in several predicate nominal clauses, including possessives. The dative-marked arguments all represent undergoers. This is illustrated below.

‘While I stayed there, I remember, every year in February if not in January the Chinese New Year is celebrated.’
The possessor in (41) is in the dative case, while the possessed, here an inanimate object, takes the nominative case. Animate objects of possession, such as ballek ‘dog’ have also been found in the nominative case. The animate object of memory in (42), however, shows accusative marking. The undergoers in (42) and (43), maṭa ‘I’, as well as the only argument in (44), also show dative marking. Example (44) illustrates that predicate adjectives describing a bodily function have a dative-marked argument, while adjectives defining inherent properties, as in (37), correlate with nominative-marked arguments. Other bodily functions with dative-marked arguments include badəgini ‘to be hungry’ and siitàla ‘to be cold’, as (45)-(46) illustrate.

The findings of this section are summarized in Table 9. Contrary to the findings in clauses with verbal predicates, case marking is for the most part independent of animacy. Only animate objects of memory are accusative-marked, while inanimates are in the nominative. Arguments in the dative case can be interpreted as experimenters. To conclude, in clauses with predicate nominals, the semantic role of the argument determines its case assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case marking</th>
<th>Type of clause</th>
<th>Argument properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>equational, existential, locational, predicate adjective (inherent property), actor of aasa ‘like’, possessed, object of memory (inanimate)</td>
<td>animate, inanimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>object of memory (animate)</td>
<td>animate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dative</td>
<td>object of aasa ‘like’, actor/possessor of maṭəkə ‘remember’, possessor, predicate adjective (bodily function)</td>
<td>animate, inanimate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Case markings on arguments in verbless and copular clauses.

4. SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC GROUNDS FOR CASE MARKING.

4.1. THE NOMINATIVE CASE. The nominative case is the unmarked or direct case (Gair and Paolillo 1997). It is most often used in spoken Sinhala and appears on S, A, and O, on actors and undergoers, on animate and inanimate arguments, and with most verbs. Furthermore, it is used in equational, existential, and locational clauses, as well as with certain predicate adjectives. It is also found on inanimate objects of memory and on a possessed object or
animal. Given this great variety of arguments marked with the nominative case, no unique property can be identified. However, contrasting nominative-marked arguments with arguments marked differently, it is worth pointing out that most inanimate arguments and some animates take the nominative case. One structure where animates and inanimates behave alike is the possessed which always appears in the nominative case.

4.2. THE ACCUSATIVE CASE. The accusative case only appears on a limited number of animate arguments either in S or in O role or as an object of memory. Apart from being animate, all the arguments marked with the accusative case lack control or volitivity. They represent for the most part directly affected undergoers. Furthermore, they are rather the endpoint of an action than the starting point.

4.3. THE DATIVE CASE. The same as the nominative case, the dative case is found on arguments in S, A, and O roles. It appears mostly on animates with a few exceptions. An inanimate object of liking in clauses with asa 'to like' takes dative case. Arguments marked with the dative case are never prototypical actors. The object of liking, the experiencer of memory, arguments of adjectival predicates describing a bodily function, as well as possessors, are all dative-marked and can be described as experiencers or undergoers which lack control and volitivity. They are rather passive than active participants in an event. The same as with arguments in the accusative case, dative-marked participants represent rather the endpoint of an action than the starting point.

5. CONCLUSIONS: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CASE MARKING AND S, A, AND O. It has been shown that S, A, and O and case marking do not coincide on a one-to-basis, a fact that has been discussed for Indo-Aryan languages (Masica 1991) in general, as well as for spoken Sinhala in particular (Gair 1976, 1990, Gair and Paolillo 1997). An S argument can be marked with the nominative, the accusative, or the dative case as a function of animacy, semantic role, and volitivity. An A argument can occur in the nominative or the dative case as a function of semantic role, animacy, volitivity, and verb type. O arguments are marked in the nominative, the accusative, or the dative case depending on animacy, definiteness, volitivity, and on the lexical property of the verb. Hence, case marking is largely dependent on the animacy of the argument, its semantic role, volitivity or the lack thereof as encoded in the verb stem, and occasionally on lexical properties of the verb. It thus encodes the semantic rather than the syntactic function of an argument in a clause.

Syntactically, there is no evidence from case marking that any two syntactic roles share sufficient behavior to form grammatical relations, such as subject or absolutive. Nevertheless, a closer look reveals some subsystems. S and A pattern together in that typical agents acting with volitivity are nominative-marked, while experiencers in either S or A role take the dative case. S and O pattern together as directly affected animate undergoers are marked with the accusative. Given the different behavior of S arguments, it could be argued that Sinhala has a Split-S system, which is in part a nominative-accusative system patterning S and A together, in part an ergative system patterning S and O together. However, due to the complexity of case marking for each of the roles, it seems better to examine case marking on a semantic basis.

Given that the same case marking can be used for different semantico-syntactic roles in a clause, some inherent semantic properties of arguments, such as animacy and definiteness, as
well as word order, play an essential role in identifying the syntactic and semantic function of an argument in a clause.

The possible cooccurrences of case markings in a clause need further investigation. The examples presented in this paper demonstrate the following possible combinations of case markings in a clause: a) nominative and nominative, b) nominative and accusative, c) nominative and dative, d) dative and accusative. Given that A arguments do not take the accusative case, two accusative-marked arguments will not occur in the same clause. Furthermore, two dative-marked arguments in a clause are not possible, given that dative A arguments occur with involitive verb stems, while dative O arguments are found with volitive verbs only. However, clauses with more than two arguments have yet to be examined.

In this paper I have shown that case is not assigned on the basis of syntactic roles. Rather, it depends on a series of semantic properties of the argument, occasionally on lexical properties of the verb, and sometimes on the semantics of the entire clause.

This paper represents only a starting point in the investigation of the relationship between case marking and semantico-syntactic roles in spoken Sinhala. The correlation between definiteness of the argument and accusative case marking needs further investigation. Furthermore, clauses with more than two arguments, as well as possible combinations of case marking in a clause yet need to be examined. In addition, further evidence may be sought by analysing complex sentences with clausal arguments.
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